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would be poetic justice to devote sur- whose opposition to the establishment
plus income from the counter-Olym- of fascism in the United States is
pics to the relief of refugees from Nazi threatening to defeat his own aims.
terrorism. Teams could be entered The Hearst papers are calling for the
by the sports organizations of each revocation of citizenship rights of M.
country or by surrogate bodies. Cer- J. Olgin, editor of The Morning Freitainly Jewish support should be avail- heit, for the suppression of the Naable for such a world-wide anti-Nazi tional Peace Conference, of the Cardemonstration.
And labor sports negie Fund and other groups whose
would come into its own for the first efforts are directed for peace and
time. A whole complement of athletes against imperialist war. Hearst has
could be made up of landless refugees begun a campaign of "discovery." His
from fascism. There will be further latest "discovery" was blazoned forth
dramatic arguments against the Nazi in the Sunday American under the head
Olympics in the incidents that must at- "Communist Plot to Massacre all Foes
What
tend the Winter Games at Garmiscli- in United States Bared."
Partenkirchen in February. These pre- Hearst's master-minds had found to
liminaries have never passed in the give rise to this lynch-inciting headbest of years without some friction. In line was a pamphlet by Olgin entitled
Nazi Germany this February they may "Why Communism?" This is a fiveset off an explosion. The Nazi spirit cent pamphlet sold openly in all Workwill not take pleasantly to pacifists, in- ers Bookshops and simply presents the
ternationalists, Jewish athletes, Ne- case for Communism. Into this discusgroes whose victory is "unthinkable" in sion of the Communist position Hearst
an Aryan paradise, and visitors accus- injected armed insurrections, incitation
tomed to free lands. The counter- to rebellion in the army, murders and
Olympics should be ready to take over. massacres by revolutionists.

Hearst ^s New

Drive

A S T H E growing force of the
United Front against war and
fascism and for the preservation of
civil rights gathers strength, Hearst is
pressing his assault on the Communists, the Socialists and the liberals

T N SEVERAL other stories "sup^ porting" the main one, the Hearst
fascist trend is emphasized. For instance, he is indmating that the National Peace Conference is a subversive
organization because it dares attack
and discuss the Tydings-McCormick

Q^j

so-cailed Army and Navy L
which Congressman Maverick
has branded as a "brash piece
lerist fascism." Presumably Mav^
is just a traitor to his country for da.
ing to oppose a fascist measure approved by Hearst. Especially wrought
up was Hearst over the first national
convention of the American Studen<
Union, a united organization initiated
by the National Student League and
the Student League for Industrial
Democracy in Columbus on Decembe
28 and 29. Hearst believes that thi
move was secretly plotted. H e "sup
ports" this assumption by pointing ov
that "significantly" the first news of th
appeared in The Daily Worker. Fo
lowing his great exposure of the Con
munist plot, to which, incidentalb
Hearst linked such outstanding libe
als as Professor Robert Morss Love<
Dr. Harry F. Ward and Corliss L
mont, Hearst published a story ti
next day under the heading "Red R
volt Plot Arouses Nation." Actii
for the "nation" were A. Cressy Mr
rison, Director of the Union Carb'
and Chemical Corp. and president
the R.O.T.C. Association of the Un:
States, and Colonel Orville Johnson
Washington, Director-General of
R.O.T.C. Association, who of
approved the Hearst campaign.
the combined struggle of all ant)
cist and anti-war forces will be ab
thwart this latest Hearst menr
drive to destroy the remaining ve?
of liberty in America.
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H E N on November 3f
Freedom Ring was fore
close after a run of only three
half weeks on Broadway, T H E
MASSES articulated the feelings
merous supporters of the le
theater; we urged, as forcefully
could, that some individual or
"resurrect this play at once f
undeserved grave."
The
Union, sensitive to the situ;
which one of the most color
passionately true stories of cc
rary life had been muted, m
with the playwright and act
the result that Let Freedom^ .
opened on December 17 ntj ti
Repertory Theater. Every
MASSES reader who can poss'
is urged to do so; likewis'
ganizatlon that believes
ahve one of the best soever given in America.
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What Kind of Recovery?

I

T strikes us as not only futile but as
an actual disservice to the millions
of unemployed wage workers,
:)ankrup,t farmers and jobless professional people of all categories who face
mother terrible winter in these United
>tates, to argue for some five and onealf pages, as The New Republic does
1 its issue for December 18, as to
'^hether genuine recovery is here or
ot.
Recovery in the sense in which Stuart
base foreshadows it in his article
cans, if it means anything- at all, that
e lords of monopoly capital, having
^ercome their errors as a result of the
isons of the crisis, are now willing to
c>w the government—the capitalist
ite—to develop and operate directly
^tain "new"—probably the least luitive^—industries. Mr. Chase says in
' final conclusion:
But, as you may object, the government
not competent to develop new indus'ies; its administrative techniques are deorable. T h a t is as may be. W e can
; the matter indefinitely, but it is
er story. W e assumed that private
al could balance the system. I sought
find theoretical methods whereby the
nmunity itself might balance the sys! without revolutionary change. / / you
i that the coni'munity is incompetentj
I are then arguing in effect that com'e breakdow7i and revolution are inevie. T h a t is your privilege. Personally,
ink the state can develop new indusat least as well as the real estate
emen developed unrentable skyscrapIt might do even a shade better [our

1.
catch in this form of argument,
\ to put out of court all those
"loraries who might not believe
lecessity of revolution, is that
"base deliberately tries to idenernment under the capitalist
ith the "community." The in'f the great majority of the
ity" are not those of the
'.ts, the bankers and their co\yell-paid troubadours of the
dpk, films and schools. There
'vill continue to be, basic dif"ocial, cultural and economic
this vast majority of the
and the minority ruling
"hold that the community

is incompetent." This is a little demagogy on the part of Mr. Chase—who
some years ago was turning out books
and doing his utmost in an individual
attempt to salvage capitalism by eliminating waste in production and distribution.
But the competency of the "community" to run industry and supply the
needs of the working population is a
competency whose full possibilities—
those of the workers of all categories
—^can be released fully only by cracking up the power of the present ruling
clique of capitalists and establishing a
government which really represents the
economic and social needs of the useful section of the population—the majority. This, of course, is revolution—
but this is what genuine recovery means
for the millions of those now impoverished, humiliated and intimidated by
the capitaHsts, their government and
its recovery program that completely
fails to benefit the masses.
The uneven development of capitalism—both as between industries and
internationally, a specially destructive
factor which Lenin applied from the
findings of Marx and Engels to the period of imperialism—is something that
seems to escape Stuart Chase entirely.
He talks glibly of the possibilities of
new industries through "issues of noninterest bearing credit," presumably
government credits. But what of the
other industries whose special interests
would be affected adversely by these
new enterprises? And certainly there
is nothing in the record of the last few
years to indicate that the overlords of
big industry are going to surrender to
any such schemes. What has happened
to the national housing campaign?
What has happened to the rigid regulation of public utilities that was announced so triumphantly? Speaking in
terms of the needs of unemployed and
impoverished millions of this country,
precisely nothing.
Let us take another question: that
of immigration. It is not necessary
here to give the statistics for immigration from the early period of capitalist
expansion here to the second expansion
period following the World War. It
is enough to say that this influx of millions of workers who created enormous

amounts of surplus value and at the
same time furnished probably the largest growing market that any capitalist
was blessed with, no longer comes to
our shores.
The desired enlarged market can
come only in two ways—one by a rapid
rise in wages, an increased share of
workers in the products of industry and
by what is called the "normal" increase
in population by a surplus of births
over deaths—or by a combination of
the two.
But the capitalist class, especially in
the big industries, is busy reducing the
total income of the wage earners—^by
methods with which Mr. Chase appears to be familiar.
The economic and social standards
of the entire working population have
been reduced savagely during the six
years of the crisis. The birth rate will
continue to fall. The share of workers
in industrial production will decrease.
A permanent army of unemployed,
whose minimum maintenance costs are
assessed on the employed workers, is
here.
Please, Mr. Chase, tell us why this
is recovery? Profits have increased,
yes, but by what enormous efforts and
at what cost to the living standard and
health of the working people of the
richest country in the world.
When we said at the beginning of
these notes that we thought your article and the introductory argument a
disservice to the millions who face another terrible winter, we meant that
this kind of writing, while it may have
some interest for those social "welfare" workers who love to take a scalpel along in their case investigations of
the causes and cure of poverty, only
tends to create confusion and not the
clarity that is needed today in all anticapitalist circles. Such meanderings in
the realms of futile money - credit
theories encourage many to dodge and
confuse the basic issue: that the evils
of which you quite rightly complain
will be cured only by a powerful industrial union-labor movement and by
a powerful independent party of wage
earners and farmers committed to uncompromising battle against a decadent
and an increasingly cruel monopolv
capitalism.
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